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The Q123 Standards module provides precision voltage and frequency standards.  
 
The voltage section of the module provides precision switching of -10 volts (-10 oc-
taves) to +10 volts (+10 octaves) in 1 volt increments plus precision semitone switch-
ing. Useful for switching octaves and selecting scales.  Precision mixing is also pro-
vided for use with pitch control voltages from keyboards and other controllers. 
 
The frequency section provides a precision 440Hz (A) tone for use in tuning.  An  
on/off switch offers convenient control.  
 
 
Specifications 
  Panel Size:   Single width 2.125"w x 8.75"h. 
  Voltage Standard:   -10.917V to +10.917V +/-.002V 
  Voltage Mixing Precision:   .1% 
  Frequency Standard:   440Hz +/-.2%, 10V PP, 2% THD Sine 
  Power:    +15V@12ma, -15V@12ma..  
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Voltage Section 
Selects Octaves 

which are 1 volt each 

Voltage Section 
Selects Semitones 

which are 1/12 volt each. 

Voltage Section 
Selects positive  

or negative voltage. 

Voltage Section 
This voltage gets added to 
the Octave and Semitone 

selections above. 
Typically this is a pitch 

voltage from a keyboard. 

Voltage Section 
This is the voltage output 
with the Add input added. 
Typically this drives  
Oscillators. 

Frequency Section 
Turns on the  

440Hz output. 

Frequency Section 
440Hz output. 
Typically sent to a mixer 
along with Oscillator  
outputs for tuning. 
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Calibration and Testing 
 
FREQUENCY STANDARD SECTION 
Allow 5 minutes for warm-up. 
Connect the 440Hz output to a frequency counter and an oscilloscope. 
Verify a 10V PP sine wave. 
Set both coarse and fine trim pots to center. 
Adjust coarse trim pot to 440Hz +/- 1Hz. 
Adjust fine trim pot to 440.0 +/- .2. 
 
 
VOLTAGE STANDARD SECTION 
Connect voltage output to voltmeter. 
Set polarity to +. 
Set octave switch to 5 and semitone switch to 0. 
Adjust 5V ref trim pot to get 5.0000V. 
Verify that the octave switch gives 1-10V within .002V at each setting. 
Verify that the semitone switch gives another .0835V at each setting 
Verify that polarity switch inverts polarity. 
Output should be within .002V of desired setting. 
Add a precision voltage into the add Input and verify accuracy. 

PC Board Layout 
Power Connector 
 
6 pin .1” MTA type connector made 
by AMP.  Available from Mouser 
Electronics or Digi-Key.  Modules 
have a male PCB mount connector 
and cable harnesses have a female. 
 
Part Numbers: 
Female cable mount: #6404416 
Male PCB mount: #6404566 
 
Pinout:  
1 = +15v 
2 = key (pin removed) 
3 = +5v 
4 = gnd 
5 = -15v 
 
Not all voltages are used on  
all modules. 


